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Abstract  

The paper deals with the problem of resource allocation 

in a substrate network with DaVinci architecture. We 

present a methodology of decision making on network 

bandwidth allocation based on fuzzification and defuzz-

ification principles and the expert knowledge database 

of fuzzy rules and we describe a fuzzy logic based mod-

ification of the adaptive bandwidth allocation mecha-

nism to optimize decision making under uncertain net-

work conditions. We describe a simulation scheme used 

for the estimation of performance of this modification 

for two nodes network topology.   

Keywords: Bandwidth allocation problem, Fuzzy rule, 

Decision system, Simulation 

1. Introduction  

The current Internet carries different types of services 

(voice, video, music, web pages, e-mail). Some services 

need low delay mechanisms while other services need 

high throughput mechanisms, and their requirements 

may conflict with each other. Network virtualization 

principles [1] can be used for building experimental 

platforms that run multiple virtual networks. Network 

virtualization is a widely applied technique discussed in 

the networking research community. From network 

point of view network virtualization divides a network 

into a set of virtual networks. These virtual networks 

give us the opportunity to classify and separate traffic. 

Each virtual network is logically separated and can be 

customized for a particular traffic class. Resources of-

fered by the substrate network are shared between all 

virtual networks. Finding the proper bandwidth alloca-

tion to the virtual networks is one of the key problems 

of network virtualization [3], [15], [16]. 

DaVinci approach (Dynamically Adaptive Virtual 

Networks for a Customized Internet) describes a tech-

nique of network virtualization, according to which all 

virtual networks are constructed over a physical sub-

strate network by subdividing each physical node and 

each physical link into multiple virtual nodes and virtu-

al links [4].  We consider the problem of bandwidth re-

source management in a substrate network on the basis 

of DaVinci architecture. In this context it is a maximi-

zation problem for the aggregate utility of all virtual 

networks [9], which effective solution depends on the 

design of dynamically adaptive bandwidth allocation 

protocols. When different types of traffic coexist over 

the same network substrate, each virtual network could 

control a subset of resources at each node and link. At a 

smaller timescale each virtual network maximizes its 

own utility. The question is whether optimization of vir-

tual networks together with the bandwidth share adapta-

tion scheme performed by the substrate network actual-

ly maximizes the aggregate utility. 

Classical bandwidth allocation mechanisms are not 

capable of making decisions in uncertain conditions, 

which are prevail in the modern networks. The dynamic 

traffic demand in the fast changing environment practi-

cally eliminates the possibility of fast online reasoning. 

Taking into account, that fuzzy logic serves as the ex-

cellent tool to cope with uncertain and multivariable 

data, this giving the flexibility and robustness for deci-

sion making while using fuzzy rules, in this paper we 

propose a fuzzy approach for network bandwidth man-

agement. For the estimation of performance of the pro-

posed fuzzy logic based network bandwidth manage-

ment policy for two types of traffic we present the de-

sign and simulation scheme of dynamically adaptive 

bandwidth allocation using Coloured Petri Nets.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes DaVinci approach for modelling of substrate 

networks accordingly to network virtualization princi-

ples. The problem of network bandwidth allocation is 

considered in Section 3. A fuzzy approach to decision 

making on bandwidth allocation for delay sensitive traf-

fic and throughput sensitive traffic is described in Sec-

tion 4.  Section 5 presents a short introduction on Col-

oured Petri Nets used in Section 6 for modelling and 

simulating the proposed bandwidth allocation mecha-

nisms. A conclusion is drawn in Section 7. 

2. Description of DaVinci architecture    

DaVinci architecture [4] allows us to describe how a 

single substrate network (SN) can support multiple traf-

fic classes, each with a different performance objective. 

The problem of bandwidth allocation in SN is a maxi-

mization problem for the aggregate objective of multi-

ple applications with diverse requirements. According 

to DaVinci approach, each traffic class is carried on its 

own virtual network (VN) with customized traffic-

management protocols. The substrate runs schedulers 

that arbitrate access to the shared node and link re-

sources, to give each virtual network the illusion that it 

runs on a dedicated physical infrastructure. 

Let the topology of a substrate network SN be de-

scribed by a graph { , }s s sG V E , given by a set
 sV  of 

nodes (or vertices) and a set sE  of links (or edges). We 

suppose that links of sE  are with finite capacities lC  

(links are denoted by l : sl E ). Correspondingly to 
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{ , }s s sG V E  we consider DaVinci model with N  vir-

tual networks, indexed by k , where 1,2,...,k N . Let 

the key notations be the following:  

 
( )ky  bandwidth of virtual network ,k  

1,2,...,k N ; 

( )kz  path rates for virtual network ,k  
1,2,...,k N ; 

( )k  satisfaction level degree of virtual network ,k  
1,2,...,k N ;  

( )kO  
performance objective for virtual network ,k  

1,2,...,k N . 

Bandwidth values 
( )( ) ( )

s

kk
l El

y y  for each sub-

strate link Sl E  are assigned by the substrate net-

work, taking into account such local information as cur-

rent satisfaction indicators and performance objectives 

(Fig. 1). The substrate network periodically reassigns 

bandwidth shares ( )ky  for each substrate link between 

its virtual links. Thus, values ( )k 
( )

( )
s

k
l El

  and 

( )kO  are periodically updated by the substrate network 

and used to compute virtual link capacity ( )ky . 

 

 
Fig. 1: Bandwidth shares computation scheme. 

 

 At a smaller timescale, each virtual network runs 

according to a distributed protocol that maximizes its 

own performance objective independently. Under such 

combined conditions in a dynamically changing virtual 

network environment a fundamental problem of re-

source allocation is the design of dynamically adaptive 

bandwidth allocation protocols.  

3. Description of bandwidth allocation problem 

The goal of the substrate network is to optimize the ag-

gregate utility of all virtual networks 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

( , ),
N

k k k k

k

w O z y



 

where ( )kw  is the weight the substrate assigns to repre-

sent the importance of virtual network k . If the sub-

strate wants to give virtual network k  strict priority, 

then to ( )kw  can be assigned a value several orders of 

magnitudes larger than the other weights.  

First we consider an optimization problem for the 

performance objective of each virtual network, which 

represents also constraints of each virtual network k :  

 

maximize ( ) ( ) ( )( , )k k kO z y  

subject to ( ) ( ) ( ) ,k k kH z y  

 ( ) ( )( ) 0,k kg z   

 ( ) ,kz 0  

variables ( ) .kz
 
 

 

Usually it is supposed that the objective function 
( )kO depends on both virtual link rates ( )kz and virtual 

link capacity ( )ky . The objective is subject to a capacity 

constraint and possibly other constraints described in 

terms of ( ) ( )( )k kg z . The capacity constraint requires 

the link load 

 
( ) ( ) ( )k k kr H z  

 

to be no more than the allocated bandwidth. To com-

pute 
( )kr  we use routing indexes  

 

( )

1,

0,

k i
H l j




 



 

if path j  of  source i  in virtual       

network k  uses link l , 
 

otherwise, 

 

and path rates 
(k)iz j  that determine for source i  the 

amount of traffic directed over path j . 

Now we formulate the optimization problem for 

the aggregate utility: 

 
 

maximize 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

( , )
N

k k k k

k

w O z y


  

subject to ( ) ( ) ( ) , 1,2,..., ,k k kH z y k N   

 ( )

1

,
N

k

k

y C


  

 ( ) ( )( ) 0, 1,2,..., ,k kg z k N   

 ( ) , 1,2,..., ,kz 0 k N   

variables 
( ) ( ), , 1,2,..., .k kz y k N

 
 

  

The optimization scheme (Fig. 1) follows directly from 

DaVinci principles. First, the substrate network deter-

mines how satisfied each VN is with its allocated 

bandwidth. Satisfaction level degree 
( )k
l
  (for link l of 

VN k ) is one indicator that a virtual network may want 

more resources. In congestion control the link conges-
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tion prices are summed up over each path and interpret-

ed as end-to-end packet loss or delay.  

Next, the substrate network determines how much 

bandwidth virtual network k  should have on link l : 

the substrate network increases or decreases value
( )k
l

y  

in dependence on the satisfaction level 
( )k
l
 on link l  

and the relative importance ( )kw  of virtual network k . 

Given that each virtual network is acting inde-

pendently, the question is whether virtual networks to-

gether with the bandwidth share adaptation performed 

by the substrate network actually maximize the overall 

performance objective.  

4. A fuzzy approach for decision making                

on network bandwidth allocation 

Our work focuses on two traffic types: delay sensi-

tive (the objective is to minimize the average delay) and 

throughput sensitive (the objective is to maximize the 

average link rate). Accordingly to DaVinci principles 

we consider two virtual nets ( 2N  ) for two types of 

traffic.  

We denote by jt , where 1,2,...j  , moments of 

system adaptation, i.e. moments of decision on band-

width shares 
(1)

( )jl
y t  and 

(2)
( )jl

y t .  Such decision is 

based on the results of monitoring the performance of 

the system during interval 1,j jt t
 
 

 and values 

(1)
1( )jl

y t   and 
(2)

1( )jl
y t  . We suppose that values 

(1)
0( )

l
y t  and 

(2)
0( )

l
y t are given and consider the behav-

ior of the system for 0t t .   

The first step of fuzzy decision making system de-

sign is to define fuzzy variables. The proposed fuzzy 

solution requires three input variables for each link l  

and each traffic class k : 

 
( )

( )
k

jl
U t  –  the average utilization of the virtual link, 

 
( )

( )
k

jl
L t

 
–  the average length of queue,  

 
( )

( )
k

jl
D t

 
– the average delay of packets.  

These variables are evaluated for the period 1,j jt t
 
   

and have linguistic values according to their member-

ship functions. Input variables are used to describe the 

system state and the starting point of adaptation deci-

sion.  

The introduced fuzzy solution requires one output 

variable for each link l , which determines a fuzzy logic 

decision at jt : 

( )l jF t
 
– a fuzzy response, which is a defuzzified out-

put value of the fuzzy inference module. 

Taking into account the above defined input and 

output parameters, the decision process on link level 

(considering the link level we omit index l ) can be de-

scribed by the following pseudo-code: 

 

START  

READ 
(1) (2)

0 0( ), ( )y t y t  

FOR  j= 1 TO J  STEP 1 

CALCULATE jt  

READ 
(1) (2)

( ), ( )j jU t U t  

READ 
(1) (2)

( ), ( )j jL t L t  

READ 
(1) (2)

( ), ( )j jD t D t  

CALCULATE ( )jF t  

IF 1 2( )jd F t d  THEN ( )jFL t =„Not reassign”  

AND 
( ) ( )

1( ) ( )
k k

j jy t y t  ; 

ELSE IF 1( )jF t d
 
THEN ( )jFL t =„Reassign 1”  

AND CALCULATE  
(1) (2)

( ), ( )j jy t y t ; 

ELSE ( )jFL t =„Reassign 2”   

AND CALCULATE 
(1) (2)

( ), ( );j jy t y t  

END IF 

AND FOR 

END  
 

We use the denotation FL for the linguistic values of F.   
 

Now we determine the following parameters of deci-

sion making in order to achieve the advanced goals (see 

e.g. [12], [14]): 

 the number of linguistic values and the membership 

functions of linguistic values for each input and out-

put variable,  

 the base of if-then rules, 

 the method of defuzzification of output parameters, 

 the type of decision making system. 
 

The COG (center of gravity) defuzzification method 

was used in this investigation. We apply Mamdani 

fuzzy inference technique, introduced in [10], [11] (see 

also [12], [14]).  

For all input variables we consider three linguistic 

values „Low”, „Medium” and „High” (we use the deno-

tation L, M and H as indexes). But for the output varia-

ble linguistic values are: „Reassign 1” (meaning that 

bandwidth share increases for the first type of traffic 

and decreases for the second type, correspondingly), 

„Not reassign” and „Reassign 2”.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Membership functions of the linguistic values 

, ,L M HU U U .  
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The membership function for each linguistic value is 

given by a triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy number.  

For example, Fig.2 shows the graphs of the member-

ship functions of linguistic values , ,L M HU U U  for the 

utilization variable. In the form of trapezoidal fuzzy 

numbers: 

(0, 0, 0.6, 0.8), (0.7, 0.8, 0.8, 0.9),L MU U 
 

(0.8, 0.9,1.0,1.0).HU   

These membership functions are considered to be inde-

pendent on l , k  and j . Obviously, such assumption is 

not true for membership functions of linguistic values 

for the delay variables. The graphs of the membership 

functions used for linguistic values 
(1) (1) (1)

, ,L M HD D D  for 

delay sensitive traffic are given by Fig.3, but the graphs 

of 
(2) (2) (2)

, ,L M HD D D  for throughput sensitive traffic – 

by Fig.4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Membership functions of the linguistic values 
1 1 1, ,L M HD D D . 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 4: Membership functions of the linguistic values 
2 2 2, ,L M HD D D . 

 

The knowledge base for the current implementation 

of the algorithm is made as a rule database which is 

based only on the “expert knowledge”, where the ex-

perts are the authors of the paper, and the rules are as-

sumed as logical assumptions, e.g.: 
 

;""

,""
)2(

""
)2(

""
)2(

""
)1(

""
)1(

""
)1(

reassignNotFLthen

LowDLandLowLLandHighUL

andLowDLandLowLLandHighULif







 

;"1Re"

,""
)2(

""
)2(

""
)2(

""
)1(

""
)1(

""
)1(

asssignFLthen

MediumDLandLowLLandHighUL

andHighDLandMediumLLandHighULif







 

;"2Re"

,""
)2(

""
)2(

""
)2(

""
)1(

""
)1(

""
)1(

assignFLthen

LowDLandMediumLLandHighUL

andLowDLandLowLLandLowULif







 

".1Re"

,""
)2(

""
)2(

""
)2(

""
)1(

""
)1(

""
)1(

assignFLthen

LowDLandLowLLandMediumUL

andMediumDLandLowLLandHighULif







 

The rules can be freely modified as well as the defi-

nitions of the membership functions. The assumed 

fuzzy-rules and the membership functions of input and 

output values were used for the proposed approach per-

formance evaluation by simulation process and the im-

pact of their modification is considered as the field for 

the future research. In two next Sections of the paper 

we focus mainly on practical realization of the proposed 

approach by means of Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) using 

CPN Tools.    

5. Coloured Petri Nets based modeling 

The concept of Coloured Petri Nets, developed by K. 

Jensen (see e.g. [5]), is an extended version of classical 

Petri Nets. In addition to places, transitions and tokens, 

the concept of types or colour sets is included. This 

concept enables to involve information (simple or com-

plex) into the tokens and allows the use of tokens that 

carry data values and can hence be distinguished from 

each other. Each token could be attached with a colour, 

indicating the identity of the token. Moreover, each 

place and each transition has attached a set of colours. 

A transition can fire with respect to each of its colours. 

By firing a transition, tokens are removed from the in-

put places and added to the output places in the same 

way as that in original Petri Nets, except that a func-

tional dependency is specified between the colour of the 

transition firing and the colours of the involved tokens.  

Definition. A Coloured Petri Net is a tuple 

),,,,,,,,( IHGCWVTPCPN   satisfying the fol-

lowing requirements: 

 P is a finite set of  places, 

 T  is a finite set of  transitions, 

, ,P T P T   

 V  is a set of  directed arcs, )()( PTTPV   , 

   is a finite set of  types (colour sets),  , 

 W  is a finite set of  typed variables, )(wType  

for all Ww , where WType:  is a type func-

tion assigning  types (colour sets)  to variables, 

 
 2:PC  is a colour function assigning  colour 

sets  to each place,  )(pC  for all Pp , 

 )(: WEXPRTG  is a guard function assigning  a 

guard  )(tG  to each transition Tt  (we omit the 

explanations on the set of expressions )(WEXPR ), 

such that BooltGType ))(( for all Tt , 

where },{ falsetrueBool  , 

 )(: WEXPRVH   is an arc expression function 

assigning  an expression VvH )(  to each arc 
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Vv , )()),(( pCtpHType  for all arcs 

Vtp ),(  and )()),(( pCptHType  for all arcs 

Vpt ),( , 

 I  is an initialisation function assigning an initial 

marking to each place, an initial marking can be de-

fined as a multi-set 0
PLACEM N ,  where 

)}(,:),{( pCcPpcpPLACE  . 
 

Triple ),,( VTP  constitutes the net structure, pair 

),( W  describes types and variables, and tuple 

),,,( IHGC  defines the net inscriptions. Here we omit 

the explanations on marking iterations and do not dis-

cuss how transitions change the marking of places. Due 

to this iteration scheme, CPN is one of efficient mathe-

matical modeling languages for the description of dis-

crete event systems. CPN combines a well-developed 

mathematical theory with an excellent graphical repre-

sentation. This combination is the main reason for the 

great success of CPN in modeling of the dynamic be-

havior of systems [5], [6], [7], [8]. 

Coloured Petri Nets, proposed by K. Jensen, have 

been developed by the CPN group at Aarhus Universi-

ty, Denmark since 1979. The first version was a part of 

the PhD Thesis of K. Jensen and was published in 1981. 

The CPN group has developed and distributed industri-

al-strength computer tools, such as Design/CPN in 1990 

and CPN Tools in 2003. Our simulation scheme is 

based on CPN Tools [7], [13]. We extend CPN Tools 

model by adding specially designed bandwidth adapta-

tion module, which realizes the bandwidth allocation 

mechanism described in the previous Section. As a re-

sult, we obtain a discrete event modeling computer tool 

supporting interactive and automatic simulations, state 

spaces and performance analysis and combining Col-

oured Petri Nets and fuzzy logic based decision making 

system. By making simulations of networks CPN mod-

els with this additional module it is possible to investi-

gate different scenarios and explore the behaviors of the 

system, to use simulation based performance analysis 

for further decision making and adaptation processes. 

6. Coloured Petri Nets based simulation scheme 

The aim of our simulation experiment is to get a 

visualization of virtual network switching due to 

demand for extra link bandwidth. To simplify the 

problem we simulate the adaptive bandwidth allocation 

on link level.  

The simulation study focuses on two traffic types: 

delay sensitive and throughput sensitive. We consider 

two virtual nets for two types of traffic denoted by A 

and B. Up to now we experiment with two nodes 

topology (Fig. 5) and use the following notations: AG , 

BG  – packet generators; AD , BD  – destination 

nodes. Colours A and B can be effectively used for 

modeling and simulating such systems [2].  

The colours are associated with the tokens which 

represent packets. According to DaVinci architecture all 

data packets which are generated by both generators are 

handled and transmitted over the virtual links. The 

queuing model of each virtual link is described 

independently.  
 

 
Fig. 5: Simulation scheme for two nodes topology. 

 

The CPN Tools based model of the system is given 

in Fig. 6. Packets are generated by the traffic generators 

(Arrivals) and stored in the FIFO (first in, first out) 

queues (Buffer). The goal is to route packets to the out-

put port (Transmitted). Packets cross the FIFO queue 

and are transmitted under the condition that the trans-

mission link is free. The transmission time depends on 

the size of a packet and the bandwidth of the corre-

sponding virtual link and is calculated for each packet 

transmission. Module Link Load Data assigns a band-

width value for each virtual link. Two traffic FIFO 

queues and two virtual links are separated due to col-

ours A and B and two flows of packets are parallel con-

trolled and analyzed. 

 

 

Fig. 6: Bandwidth adaptation simulation scheme                        

using Coloured Petri Net Tools.  

 

 This model involves the bandwidth shares adapta-

tion modules (see Fig. 6). The adaptation scheme is re-

alized accordingly to the proposed fuzzy logic based 

algorithm described in Section 4. 

The bandwidth allocation adaptation modules are 

designed to update the virtual link resources allocation 

for dynamically changing traffics. Special predicate and 

observation functions and data collection monitors 

(Buffer Delay, Buffer Length, Virtual Link Utilization) 

are included for monitoring the performance of the sys-

tem. The monitoring mechanism is used not only to 

control, but also to modify a simulation of the net. It is 

done by reassigning bandwidth shares between virtual 

links A and B. The decision making system is based on 

data collection monitors that allow to calculate the sys-

tem performance measures such as the delay in each 

queue, the length of each queue, the utilization of each 

link. The criteria for decision making described in Sec-
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tion 4 depend on parameters 1d  and 2d . Fig. 7 illus-

trates the results of simulation experiments for 1 0.4d   

and 2 0.6d  . By changing the values of  1d  and 2d  it 

is possible to adjust the traffic management policy. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7: Simulation result output values after defuzzification. 
 

In our experiments the initial resource allocation to 

the virtual links is uniform, we set the capacity of the 

physical network as 100 Mbps. Packets A and B are 

generated with exponentially distributed arrival time 

and uniform distributed size. An important issue is the 

frequency of adaptation. Bandwidth resources are reas-

signed every 10000 MTU. By changing traffic parame-

ters we observe the adaptation process.   

The simulations show that the proposed fuzzy logic 

based adaptation scheme has good results. We experi-

ment with delay sensitive traffic and throughput sensi-

tive traffic as A and B correspondingly, as well as with 

two delay sensitive traffic classes and with two 

throughput sensitive traffic classes. Our simulation re-

sults clearly demonstrate that the adaptive bandwidth 

allocation mechanism can dynamically and efficiently 

react to traffic changes in both cases: when traffic clas-

ses are with different performance objectives or with 

the same one. 

7.   Conclusions and future research 

In this paper we present the simulation scheme of the 

adaptive bandwidth allocation mechanism which is re-

alized for two nodes topology. Future work will mainly 

focus on extension of this simulation scheme in two di-

rections: from the local link level to a global network 

level and from two traffic classes to multiple traffic 

classes. At the same time our goal is to modify and im-

prove monitoring and decision making systems to opti-

mize adaptive bandwidth management, to develop the 

experimental network system and simulation environ-

ment as well as to accomplish the practical realization 

of the classic and fuzzy logic based decision making 

systems under identical conditions to make a further 

comparison of produced results.  

We hope that in comparison with the classical deci-

sion making system, based on the successive evaluation 

of multiple parameters and large scale bases of if-then 

rules, the fuzzy solution can provide fast and effective 

real-time modification of traffic management policy 

within the MPLS (as well as GMPLS in future) routers, 

adopting it to an unsteady network environment. 
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